ReCon Texture Choices...RUSTIC
Aesthetics You Want...Performance You Need!

Retaining Wall Systems
7600 West 27th St., #229
St. Louis Park, MN 55426
www.reconwalls.com
Tel: +1 952 922 0027
Fax: +1 952 022 0028
ReCon Rustic Texture Unstained, City of Minnetonka, MN
ReCon Rustic Texture Unstained, Western Norway
ReCon Rustic Texture,
Stained One Color,
Waconia, MN
ReCon Rustic Texture, North Shore University Hospital, Long Island, NY

Using geogrid and pipe to attach ReCon Block to H-Piles
ReCon Rustic Texture, One Color Stain and Sealer, Cast In Place Coping, Minnesota
ReCon Rustic Texture, Two Color Stain and Sealer, Washington
ReCon Rustic Texture, Unstained, Ohio